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Establishing news confidence: a qualitative
study of how people use the news media
to know the news-world

Stephen Ostertag
TULANE UNIVERSITY, USA

Interactionists have long contended that people act based on the meanings
they associate with symbols (Blumer, 1969). In this article I demonstrate how
people use the meanings they associate with different news outlets to build
confidence in their social realities. These meanings may arise from current
personal experiences, or they may also sprout from other, less direct avenues,
such as a friend, or from impressions rooted years earlier. In any event, these
associated meanings serve as powerful cultural tools that inform how people
engage with their cultural environments, and in ways that have implications for
larger systems of power and control.
I rest my discussion on a qualitative, audience-centered study of news

consumers that I situate within a critical uses-and-gratifications theoretical
framework. Doing so allows me both to respect that people use news outlets
to satisfy certain perceived needs or desires, and at the same time consider how
their uses relate to larger systems of power and control. Many of those with whom
I spoke use the meanings they associate with US-based public broadcasting’s
news programming1 (i.e. Public Broadcasting Service or PBS) in ways that
suggest it serves as a perceived news ‘safety net’. Active and engaged news
consumers, or ‘news fans’, use PBS’s news programs to overcome the problems
they note as endemic in commercialized, mainstream news media and ground
their confidence in knowing and understanding the news-world.2 I then
draw on European developments in social theory (Thompson, 1995) and media
sociology (Couldry, 2000a) to argue that using PBS in such ways indirectly
sustains and reinforces the dominant, status quo powers that exercise substantial
influence over the mainstream news media (McChesney, 2004) in the US and
what the mainstream media catch in their news-net (Tuchman, 1978).
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Method and data

My argument is based on 47 semi-structured, qualitative interviews with people
who voluntarily responded to an ad to participate in a research project on
opinions of the news media. I posted ads in public places (e.g. coffee shops,
telephone poles, shop windows) in several small to medium-sized cities and
suburbs in the north-eastern United States. Because of this self-selective
recruitment mechanism, I spoke largely with people who both actively engaged
with the news environment and wanted to talk about it. Accordingly I refer to
them as ‘news fans’. My participants’ engagement with the news media and
eagerness to speak with me reflects their involvement in larger arenas of civil
society (Alexander, 2006), so what they think and say about their ability to know
and understand the world through the news media may in some ways reverberate
in policies and broader social life.

Theoretical framework: critical uses-and-gratifications

Given its focus on people’s media use, this research resembles the scholarship
on uses-and-gratifications (Katz et al., 1973; McDonald, 1990; Rubin, 2002).
Yet it also differs in important ways that demonstrate useful theoretical
modifications. Traditionally, uses-and-gratifications scholarship relied on surveys
of broad populations and applied cluster and factor analyses as it sought to
generalize about certain psychological needs that were often placed within a
functionalist perspective (Blumer and Katz, 1974). Critical issues of power
and control as they relate to broader social systems and institutions tended to
be ignored. While there have been important developments to the theory since
its heyday in the 1970s (Rubin, 2002), uses-and-gratifications as a theoretical
framework still lacks a critical branch. Its lack of a critical lens has been a
consistent criticism of uses-and-gratifications research for decades (Elliott, 1974).
Yet key practitioners take up the same response as do symbolic interactionists
who are subject to similar criticisms. They note that there is nothing inherent
in the theory to suggest it cannot be applied critically. Instead, the criticism is
more appropriately directed towards practitioners. Variants of this response,
and recognition that uses-and-gratifications theory may be applied critically,
also date back to the 1970s. In fact, McQuail and Gurevitch (1974: 293) draw
from the critical work of Marcuse (1964) and De Fleur (1970) to provide two
examples of how audiences may use media in ways that are ‘functional’ for
media producers and larger economic institutions, and indeed, averse to change.3

This article deviates from traditionally psychological, functional and
quantitative applications, and instead reflects a critical, qualitative, reception-
based framework. It is directly concerned with power and control, and examines
how people’s media use, while perhaps satisfying psychological needs, may
also satisfy the dominant interests that control highly unequal media and
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social systems. Towards these ends, I treat news outlets like PBS as social and
cultural objects (Couldry, 2000b; Gleverac, 2005) that are used in different
ways, for different reasons, and with implications for power, control and social
change. In so doing, this article extends the traditional uses-and-gratifications
paradigm by demonstrating its utility in critical scholarship.

Knowing the world through news media

I spoke with 47 people, and practically all of them were solidly confident in
their knowledge and understanding of events and issues going on in the news-
world. My respondents were able to establish this confidence despite voicing
rather serious criticisms of the commercialized, mainstream news media in
the US and their ability to deliver information on the news-world. ‘Too
sporadic’, ‘repetitive’, ‘superficial’ and ‘incomplete’ are a sample of the most
common criticisms people voiced when asked to talk about commercial news
media. For example, Dan, a retired financial executive in his upper 60s, said:
‘[it’s] too fluffy.… It’s not really news, it’s about some unique event that
happened. There is no relationship about what is going on in the greater scheme
of things.’ Kate, a small business owner in her mid 40s made a similar point
about ‘fluff’, by which she meant ‘stories about a cat that needs to be adopted’.
Kate argued that the US news media:

… are either not interested [in the news] or they are just trying to fill the time slot.
They are taking fluff stories and they are ok if it’s 5 percent of the news. But when
you have half-n-hour of a time slot and 15 minutes of that is news and the rest is
fluff.… Also, the opinions, they are always giving an opinion on something.

Despite common criticisms like these, my respondents use the same news
environment to ground their knowledge and understanding of the news-world.
In this sense, the news environment serves as a fundamental cultural resource
upon which they draw to establish their news-confidence. More precisely, they
use as tools the meanings or impressions they hold of different news outlets
as they critically engage with their news environment in ways that allow them
to feel they’ve overcome the limitations they criticize and have established
confidence and security in the social realities of the news-world. Mike, a 59-year
old West Point grad turned financial consultant, illustrates this point. He said:

… [the truth] might be 60 percent here and 30 percent there and 80 percent of the
truth is in the 30 percent.… Everybody in the media is advocating a position.…
You have to work at being informed and you have to have good filters …

The meanings people hold of different news outlets, or news-meanings, serve as
indicators; they hint at how consumers should orient their engagement
with the news media in both cognitive and physical ways as they go about
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establishing confidence in what they know of the news-world. Cognitively,
news-fans like Mike rely on news-meanings to indicate how they should
apply their ‘news-filters’. That is, how to mentally process and interpret the
information they consume from a given outlet that represents a particular ‘take’
on the news. Physically, news-fans rely on news-meanings to justify to them-
selves which outlets to frequent as consumers. Seon, a 40-something, highly
successful business owner, illustrates this point. Regarding his news consump-
tion habits, he said:

[T]hat is why you augment [your news consumption], eventually if you go this way
or that way you are going to end up intersecting major pockets of things that are
going on. So a little bit of NewsHour [i.e. The NewsHour with Jim Lehrer on PBS],
look at theWall Street Journal, it’s the combination of people. I get the [NY] Times,
I get CNN on my computer.… If there is stuff going on chances are I know about
it. There’s no one source that’s going to do it.

Both practices (cognitive and physical) apply the meanings that news-fans
associate with news outlets as tools used to overcome news criticisms and
confidently know about and understand the news-world (Ostertag, 2008).
Sometimes these meanings are informed by actual consumption, and other times
by reputation or rumor, though often some degree of both.
Recognized as a not-for-profit news provider, the meanings and impressions

associated with PBS occupy a unique position among my respondents’matrix
of meaningful news outlets. My respondents characterize PBS as a news ‘safety
net’, a news provider that captures what escapes the commercial news-net.
PBS is a place they can visit should they feel that traditional, mainstream and
commercial news outlets endanger their ability to establish a grounded and
secure sense of the news-world.

The news-meanings of PBS

Most of the people with whom I spoke consume PBS news and public affairs
programming alongside commercial news outlets. They explain that its utility
as a news ‘safety net’ arises from its use as a supplement to the more traditional,
commercialized, mainstream news media. Notice how in the following
excerpt, Toby illustrates PBS’s news ‘safety-net’ role by emphasizing what
slips through the more porous commercial news-net: ‘about 75 percent of what
you get on PBS is not presented on network stations’. When asked about
combining PBS newswith commercial news he responded by saying: ‘[i]f you’re
willing to look for it you could probably get 100 percent’.
My respondents see public broadcasting as a balanced and thorough

mainstream news outlet of the highest quality. They commented on public
broadcasting’s trustworthiness, its fairness, lack of bias and legitimacy as a news
outlet. They compare public broadcasting with commercialized outlets and
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use it to build confidence in what they see as accurately constituting the
news-world. Take what Susan, a retired nurse, had to say about PBS: ‘I feel
better when I’m listening to public radio or television. They are more
legitimate … they say what they feel or find out to be true … I seem to trust
their words more.’ She continued: ‘NPR and public television, I just feel more
comfortable listening to what they are saying. The other stations always leave
you feeling like you want more and you never get it.’ Ryan, an engineer in his
mid 30s made a similar statement as he compared PBS news with news from
other providers: ‘NewsHour [with Jim Lehrer] … I think it’s a fair depiction
of the news … they visibly try to remain neutral.… I think it’s pretty fair and
balanced compared to other news media sources.’Murphy, a social worker in
his upper 30s, said the following as we sat in his office one morning, ‘They
[The NewsHour with Jim Lehrer] have a tremendous luxury in that they can
focus on just a few stories. They have an hour where they can go into depth.
That allows them to bring in experts on all sides.’
My respondents commonly conceptualized public broadcasting as an oasis

of truth and accuracy in a desert of commercialized, profit-driven, corporate
news options. Its utility as a news ‘safety net’ is more evident when my
respondents directly contrasted it to commercial news outlets. When asked
how to ‘use’ public broadcasting in relation to other news and public affairs
programming on commercial outlets the following example illustrates what
was rather common. Using PBS’s The NewsHour with Jim Lehrer along with
another news outlet to understand the news-world and ‘keep up to date with
what’s going on’, this person said:

USA Today, it gives you a short version [of a particular newsworthy event] and then
allows you to go digging. If there is a story you are interested in you can go to
another media and dig for it; then the NewsHour. If I were going to limit my time
it would be with the NewsHour and USA Today.

Many of those with whom I spoke claimed they use public broadcasting’s news
services in relation to commercial news. Often they use PBS news as an extra
news outlet; a supplemental news outlet used in addition to commercialized
news options. Doing so, they reasoned, allows them to capture the residual
stories, content and perspectives that are not captured by the commercial
providers’ news-net (Tuchman, 1978).

A liberal bias?

Some of my respondents positioned public broadcasting as a liberal and ‘left’
news outlet. Most of those who did so cited the types of stories and content
PBS addressed, not how those stories are covered. As such, their claims about
PBS actually helped reinforce its role as a news ‘safety net’. Henry, a lawyer in
his 40s, nicely explains this phenomenon:
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I’d say it [public broadcasting] probably is much less so [biased] than commercial
networks.… I think it’s less of a political bias than a social bias. I think public radio
and television tends, from a social perspective, to present things more from … a
liberal point of view … [by which I mean] you’re more likely to see a documen-
tary on alternative energy sources on public television than you will see on any sort
of privately owned station.

Susan makes a similar point as we discussed news coverage of Hurricane
Katrina after the devastation of New Orleans. She said: ‘NPR was giving the
humanistic side [of Katrina] … I didn’t see too much of that, just surface with
commercial television.’
My respondents were able to appreciate PBS’s perceived professionalism

and objectivity and still claim it as a liberal news provider because their notion
of ‘liberalism’ referred to the stories covered, and not, as Shawn, a freelance
writer in his 60s stated, whether PBS ‘[had] an ax to grind’. In fact, such an
understanding of PBS’s news programming reinforces its role as a news
‘safety-net’. This is because those who view PBS as liberal recognized its
‘liberalism’ in PBS’s attention to and coverage of stories not likely to be
captured in the news-net of the commercialized, mainstream news media.
However, most of my respondents did not see public broadcasting as being

overly liberal or left. For example, Phil an urban art dealer in his upper 40s,
stated: ‘I don’t recognize public television being to the left. I think they are a
good, neutral place on television for what they present.… I find they’re a
good source for me.’ Likewise, Murphy had a similar view. Paying particular
attention to one program, The McLaughlin Group, he stated:

The McLaughlin Group is the greatest show on TV. It’s entertaining and also
educational. These are very smart people talking about events in our country and
their viewpoints are so diverse that I never feel I am watching a biased show like
FOX News.…I love its honesty. They have a revolving table.

Worth noting here is that people need not consume actively and directly from
a particular news outlet to find it meaningful and useful as a resource. David,
a 40-something urbanite, illustrated this point when he discussed PBS in rela-
tion to other news providers. He said: ‘I think they [PBS], in general are more
concerned with providing a fair and balanced news program.… I don’t really
watch it a lot, I don’t tune into it … but I know where it is.’ Mike makes a
similar point, but in reverse, as he discussed PBS’s news compared with that
on the major network stations. He said:

[T]he only news we watch on TV is the McNeil/Lehrer News Hour [now called
The NewsHour with Jim Lehrer]. The general news by ABC, NBC, CBS, FOX
and the talking heads, it’s probably been 15 years [since I last watched them],
it’s disgusting … the little sound bites the networks do is that they will be
extremely incomplete. The next thing is that it’s just wrong and then it’s stupid
propaganda.
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Likewise, Sharon developed a ‘second-hand’ understanding of PBS, which
grew from her respect for her friend’s knowledge. She said: ‘My friend listens
to it [public radio] during the day and she’s a wealth of information. She knows
about what’s going on in the world. It seems to be a source of really good
information for people.’What’s particularly revealing about Sharon’s statements,
though, is that it shows how people generate an understanding of a news outlet
from their interactions with and knowledge of others, not necessarily from
their own consumption.
As Katz and Lazarsfeld (1955) showed in their study of attitudes and attitude

change in Decatur, Illinois, people may grow to ‘know’ something, or about
something from a variety of avenues, including other people. The meanings
that people associate with different news outlets are no different. They can be
based on experiences from long ago and they can develop indirectly through
people’s opinions of third parties, just as they can develop through recent,
personal and direct consumption, or a healthy mixture of all of these factors.
As Sharon clearly states, she grew to understand public broadcasting through
her respect for her friend rather than through direct consumption, and Mike
has opinions about network news despite having not watched it in over a decade.
Yet, their impressions of these news outlets have real implications in the
construction and rejection of what they see as real or fantasy in the social world.
Overall, my respondents located public broadcasting’s news and public

affairs programming in a different cognitive location than they did
commercial news programming. My respondents used PBS as an extra tool –
a complementary resource, with which they supplemented and balanced their
understandings of the news-world with what they perceived as factual, in-depth,
often even-handed and quality news. My respondents consistently understood
public broadcasting as a more balanced, fair, trustworthy and credible news
outlet than those found in commercial media, regardless of how much they
actually consumed from any of these outlets. For many, public broadcasting
served as the goal towards which news programming should aspire. That is,
if commercial news programming were as balanced, fair and ‘professional’ as
my respondents perceived public broadcasting’s news programming to be,
then they would have very few criticisms and have to worry very little about
their cognitive and physical orientations. These reasons are why so many of
my respondents understand PBS as a very important and necessary news resource,
and why it serves as a news ‘safety net’. Through its perceived professionalism
and objectivity, my respondents understand PBS news as catching what
commercial, mainstream news media misses.

Justifying PBS’s news-meanings

My respondents justified the meanings they associated with PBS and its use
as a news ‘safety net’ by drawing on different lay theories. Lay theories are
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‘organized knowledge structure[s] that … [direct] behavior, judgments, and
evaluations’ (Cameron et al., 2001: 118). They are used in an ‘effort to make
sense of complicated information and construct a meaningful social reality’
(Sommers and Norton, 2006: 119). People’s lay theories have implications for
their everyday behavior. As Hong et al. (2001: 102) note: ‘lay theories play a
pivotal role in guiding group perceptions and action’. My respondents
constructed and put forth lay theories as they sought to simplify and make
meaningful a complicated and contradictory world of news media. If my
respondents use the meanings they associate with public broadcasting as
construction tools and materials, the lay theories are the blueprints.
My respondents support the meanings and impressions they have of public

broadcasting’s news and public affairs programming with three lay theories.
By far the most popular theory focused on explaining public broadcasting’s
perceived reliable, trustworthy, balanced and holistic presentation of the
news, while the others focused on explaining its perceived ideological tilt.
These explanations included: (1) public broadcasting’s spatial and temporal
freedom; (2) PBS sponsors’ perceived ideological interests (i.e. the point of
view of its sponsors); and (3) the organizational grounding upon which public
broadcasting stations are linked, such as a university.

Spatial and temporal freedom

By far the most common explanation of PBS’s perceived neutrality and level
of depth was rooted in its ability to take its time to develop a story from
multiple perspectives. My respondents contrasted public broadcasting with
commercial news outlets, which, in the interest of ratings, they perceived as
needing to rush to be the first to discuss a particular issue. Similarly, my
respondents argued that corporate or ownership ideological interests and
goals, in addition to the power of the audience (often portrayed as less
interested in news and more interested in sensationalized, entertainment-
driven ‘fluff’), were perceived as driving commercial news content (Ostertag,
forthcoming). While some of my respondents claimed that corporate interests
exist at PBS too, they claimed that such interests explain some of the subject
matter found in PBS news, and not the approach or perspective towards such
topics. Hence, PBS can remain perceived as a fair, balanced and honest news
provider while providing news on topics seldom found in commercialized
news outlets.
Regarding time constraints, Sharon noted the following about commercialized

news outlets: ‘I don’t think they are in-depth enough on some issues. I’m assuming
that’s a time constraint.… I realize they only have 24 minutes with commercials
so in fairness to them they are probably doing the best they can.’ Murphy also
perceives PBS news as providing greater depth and being more balanced than
commercial news providers. In celebrating such depth, he explained:
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[T]heir [PBS news] perspective is more balanced than just about anyone else. The
network news you have an angle on their ‘packaged news’. The NewsHour gives
you the chance to flush out a story and look at multiple viewpoints … it’s just
not a quick reporting of what is happening. It’s also the follow-up and discussion
about it.

With news programming that’s frequently an hour long, or that airs once a
week, my respondents can claim that PBS bypasses the weaknesses that come
with the half-hour, daily news program format.As one person said: ‘I think they
[public television and radio] do a more thorough job covering everything
because they have more space to do it, and they have more programming.’As
non-profit, my respondents believe PBS is not interested in ratings and hence
not subject to the sensationalizing pressures that they recognized among other
profit-driven news providers. Such weaknesses manifest themselves in
commercialized news in the form of lack of depth, sensationalized coverage,
‘fluff’ and a rush to be the first to report an issue. Shawn makes this argument
about PBS in relation to commercialized news programming. He said:

It’s [PBS news] more in-depth [than commercial news]. They take more time,
don’t break away for commercials all the time … they [PBS] do a better job
[at informing the public than commercial programming].

The lay theories that my respondents offered to understand and justify PBS’s
news programming explain why it is that they perceive PBS as overcoming the
time constraint weaknesses that Sharon mentioned, and the lack of depth that
many of those with whom I spoke claimed exists among commercialized
news outlets. Arguing that PBS is not subject to the time constraints nor the
pressures to be the first to report on a news event, my respondents conceptu-
ally located and justified PBS as not only different from commercialized
mainstream news outlets, but as a resource that can be applied to supplement
and balance the ‘fluffier’ commercialized news.

Sponsors’ perceived ideological tilt

Besides my respondents’ perception that public broadcasting is free from the
space and time limitations that they claim strangles commercial news, and
that such freedom allows public broadcasting to provide balanced, fair and
in-depth news and public affairs programming, some proposed lay theories to
explain public broadcasting’s ideological tilt, seen as left and liberal. They
characterized PBS as liberal due to the stories it chose to cover rather than how
it covered them. They reasoned that public broadcasting’s news and public
affairs programming reflects the ‘left’ or ‘liberal’ interests of it major sponsors.
My respondents justified their position with theories about corporate sponsors
and the fact that PBS airs what many flatly identified as commercials. They
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reasoned that these corporate sponsors must either agree with how PBS covers
news programming or they influence the topics covered if they are going to
pay for it through their sponsorships. For example, David noted what he saw as
the relationship between sponsors and PBS news. He stated:

I’m very aware that influence can be an aspect of any kind of media. I believe there
is a lot of influence in PBS as well too. They get their money from sponsors. Big
sponsors will influence how they broadcast their information.… But the big donors
they [PBS] get are more interested in that left point of view. So they are probably
giving money to PBS because they want to support PBS …

However, only a handful of my respondents saw PBS as a ‘liberal’ news
provider. Rather, most claimed it was fair and neutral. But of those who did
see PBS as ‘liberal’, most claimed it was not due to a particular PBS per-
spective, as was sometimes claimed to be the case for some commercialized
news stations, nor was it due to the diversity of voices discussing a particular topic.
Instead, when PBS was seen as ‘liberal’ it was because of the choice of topics
consumers could expect to find on PBS news programs. Some argued that
PBS would air programs and news that discussed topics, like alternative
energy that are often considered ‘liberal’ (such as a program on alternative
energy), but it will be done in a manner that’s seen as fair, honest and in-
depth, and with people from various perspectives weighing in on the issue.
Theories like these help position PBS as a suitable news supplement and
‘safety net’, since it’s argued that they cover news and topics that would not
be caught in the commercialized news providers’ news-net (Tuchman, 1978).

A reflection of the host institution

Finally, a handful of my respondents suggested that public broadcasting’s
news presentations are rooted in the organizations or institutions within
which PBS stations are housed. Here the focus was mostly on the universities
that serve as hosts to various public broadcasting stations, especially National
Public Radio (NPR), and was also used to explain what some saw as a ‘liberal’
perspective at PBS. For example, as one respondent noted about National Public
Radio: ‘many of the NPR stations are linked with colleges and universities
who tend to be more liberal. I think it’s the driving perspective of NPR.’
Hence, how public broadcasting presents its news is directly linked to the
organizational and institutional perspective within which some PBS stations
are located. Since a number of stations, particularly NPR stations, are housed
within universities, my respondents feel they will then naturally grow to
appreciate and reflect the liberal perspective commonly found in college towns
and on college campuses. Again, though, such grounding explains the choice
of topics more than the perspective on those topics.
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Together these three lay theories serve as the blueprints that my respondents
use to interpret, explain, justify and process their conceptualizations of public
broadcasting and the content found in its news and public affairs programming.
They provide a grounding upon which my respondents can justify conceptually
locating public broadcasting when comparing it to commercial news outlets
as they establish a balanced and trusted understanding of the news-world.

Using PBS as a news safety net: some implications

Recall that I argue that people use the meanings and impressions they associate
with different news outlets as tools that they apply to constructing and reinforcing
their social realities, and that this practice has implications for larger systems
of power and control.Also recall, that, as news-fans, virtually all my respondents
felt secure in their understanding and knowledge of the news-world. Most of
my respondents’ narratives resemble what Schroder and Phillips (2007: 895)
found in their study of Danish citizens and how they ‘talk about their use of
the media in order to keep themselves informed about what is going on
around them locally, nationally, and internationally’. Schroder and Phillips
(2007: 897) found that virtually all of their focus group participants stated
that they were rather confident in their ability to establish a solid foundation
of information with which they can participate meaningfully in their democracy.
As the authors state:

… our group conversations indicated that no citizens are unable to fulfill their
perceived needs for information required in everyday life and for democratic
purposes. As far as we can see, there is no recognized need for new media offers
to readers, viewers and listeners, except for that gradual adjustment to changing
social and cultural conditions that media organizations always have to make in
their product development. Apparently the existing supply of newspapers, TV and
radio news programs and internet news was sufficient.

Likewise, my respondents were also confident in their ability to use what they
perceived as the available news resources to establish grounded understand-
ings of the social world upon which they can think and act with assurance.
They were able to establish their sense of security by drawing on the mean-
ings and impressions they held of different news providers as indicators that
they used to justify their cognitive and physical engagement with the news
media, and build and sustain their social realities. In this sense, the news
media are fundamental cultural resources (Schudson, 1989; Swidler, 1986).
The impressions my respondents held of different news providers served as
conceptual tools that are stored within what’s perceived as the larger news-
landscape toolkit. PBS, however, as a not-for-profit, is different. It occupied
a different place in my respondents’ toolkit, one that allowed them to claim
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that it bypassed many of the criticisms they voiced about commercialized
news providers. The perception of PBS as a non-profit news provider, partic-
ularly when compared to commercialized news providers, yields its perceived
‘safety net’ services. That is, PBS was seen as a news place where people can
go should they feel that they cannot establish confidence in their knowledge
of the news-world by relying primarily on commercialized, mainstream news
media. Now I consider how PBS’s ‘safety net’ functions speak towards dom-
inant wielders of symbolic and media powers.4 I will first briefly discuss the
scholarship on public broadcasting so as to evaluate PBS’s ability to capture
that which escapes the mainstream, commercialized news media’s news-net,
and thus place my respondents’ narratives in their proper context.
European public service broadcasting is a publicly funded media service

that generates its money from a variety of sources that are in some ways
sheltered from editorial control. These include revenue raised from taxes on
television sets, license fees for newmedia technology, and fees that commercial
media must pay to use the public airwaves (Starr, 2001). Because of its funding
structure, European-style public service broadcasting enjoys considerable
financial independence. Yet public broadcasting in the US does not enjoy
such fiscal independence. The scholarship of the 1990s on US-style public
broadcasting found that many of the major PBS member stations, including
the major production centers (e.g. WGBH in Boston and WNET in New
York), are consistently plagued by funding pressures (Hoynes, 1994; Starr,
2001). As risk-averse, complex social organizations, US public broadcasting
stations continuously seek to raise enough money to stay afloat so they can
maintain their operations and services, and produce programs. These concerns
have real consequences not only in determining what program ideas receive
funding, but also in editorial decisions and producer’s decisions to choose
public television in the first place (Aufderheide, 2000; Bennett, 1997; Hoynes,
1994; Starr, 2001).
The scholarship on PBS funding emphasizes three major sources; corporate

support, government allocations and viewer donations. All three intertwine in
complex ways to encourage the PBS system many of us recognize today.
Scholars examining corporate pressures conclude that public television suffers
from a form of corporate control, where producers exercise freedom under
the gaze of corporate funders (Dornfeld, 1998; Hoynes, 1994). While corporate
funders may refrain from directly interfering in editorial decisions during the
production stages, they will refuse to fund programs deemed unfit or threatening
to their individual and collective interests, and they often hold power in final
editorial decisions (Dornfeld, 1998; Starr, 2001). Moreover, some programs
are created and produced largely through corporate initiative and interests
(Aufderheide, 2000; Starr, 2001).
The economic pressures and ‘commercial ideology’ at public television

also encourage stations to see their viewers as a market they can sell to sponsors
(Hoynes, 1994). Stations use Nielsen ratings data and newspaper reviews to
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market their audiences to corporations who, through sponsorships, underwrite
much of PBS programming in attempts to gain exposure to lucrative markets
(Aufderheide, 1996). A quick scan of PBS’s website shows how PBS uses
its audience data to inform its potential corporate sponsors that its audience
is affluent, influential, and that their viewers believe ‘that companies that sponsor
PBS have a commitment to quality and excellence’ and ‘are industry leaders’
(PBS, 2007). Further, the Corporation for Public Broadcasting (CPB)5 uses
ratings data to convince those controlling government appropriations that
public broadcasting deserves continued financial support (Stavitsky, 1998).
Scholars have shown that public television stations are subject to editorial

pressures at the government level as well. These pressures work through
Congressional allocations and in the manner in which the CPB distributes its
governmental appropriations (Aufderheide, 1996, 2000; Bennett, 1997; Ouellette,
2002; Witherspoon et al., 2000). Examples of government interference date
back to the 1970s with the Nixon administration, and are more recently seen
in 2000 with President George W. Bush’s appointment of Kenneth Tomlinson
as CPB chair (Labanton et al., 2005).
Along with corporate and governmental sources, which account for

approximately 44 percent of its revenue, PBS also receives 27 percent of its
funding from its viewers (CPB, 2006). Public broadcasting’s treatment of viewers
as donors encouragesmember stations to air ‘bland and genteel’programming that
is politically and culturally cautious (Aufderheide, 1996, 2000; Hoynes, 1994), but
that still attracts lucrative viewers that stations can sell to their sponsors.
Public broadcasting is supposed to be a place where media consumers can

go to find that which is not available or suitable for commercial television,
and to serve as a venue through which the diversity of perspectives, voices and
positions on various issues, especially those involving an educated and informed
citizenship, can be found and consumed. However, PBS’s funding structure
has created conditions that encourage stations to produce and air programs
that will not threaten the fragile relationships stations, and the PBS system
more broadly, hold with corporate and federal funders, and lucrative, marketable
audiences. Such a funding system is precisely why Hoynes (2002) found, in
his content analysis of one of PBS’s most recognized and respected news
program, The NewsHour with Jim Lehrer, a considerable over-reliance on
governmental, corporate and other status quo sources, compared with a virtual
absence of other voices (e.g. labor, environmental, social justice). Hoynes’
findings are also consistent with other content studies of PBS (Starr, 2001: 41–3)
and with what scholars have long found in commercial media (Herman and
Chomsky, 1988; McChesney, 2004). Gamson’s (1992: 75) statement about
commercial news frames serves as an appropriate way to understand how PBS
‘does’ news and public affairs programming.

[T]he norm of providing balance on controversial issues is vague, but it tends to be
interpreted in certain specific ways. In news accounts, balance is provided by quoting
spokespersons with competing views. To simplify the task, there is a tendency to
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reduce controversy to two competing positions – an official one and an alternative
sponsored by the most vested member of the polity. In many cases, the critics may
share the same underlying frame and taken-for-granted assumptions as officials,
differing only on narrow grounds.

PBS as news ‘safety net’ and symbolic powers

Symbolic power is the power to define, constitute and (re)present reality
through symbolic forms (Thompson, 1995). In its capacity to distribute
symbolic forms to many people, modern-day mass media are unique
symbolic powers as they play a particularly influential role in making the
world meaningful. Couldry (2000a) and Couldry and Curran (2003) refer to
the media’s symbolic power as media power. News media are distinctively
positioned symbolic and media powers due to their collective role as
providers of information on that which is ‘real’ and ‘true’, and because of the
reasons people consume news media (McDonald, 1990) and put that
information to work in their lives (see note 2).
Symbolic powers require the cooperation (whether voluntary or not) of others,

most notably those who interact with the symbolic forms. Despite reports
finding that public trust and credibility with regard to news media have
declined considerably over the past twenty years (Gronke and Cook, 2007;
Pew, 2007), most, if not all of my respondents feel they are able to establish
confidence in their knowledge of the world given the news they consume.
While practically all of my respondents claim that ‘you can’t trust the media’,
the methods they suggest to account for their cynicism, how they justify these
methods and the perceived successfulness of their methods all speak towards
the ideological and hegemonic strengths that dominant wielders of symbolic
and media powers exercise. Moreover, while much of the public distrust the
news media in general, they have more confidence in particular news outlets
and organizations (Gronke and Cook, 2007). My respondents’ narratives offer
one suggestion on how people use a particular news outlet to negotiate this
disjunction in ways that allow them to maintain their broader distrust of the
news media but still establish confidence in their social realities.
As a social and cultural object (Couldry, 2000b; Gleverac, 2005) my

respondents recognize PBS news as occupying a special place in their news
consciousness, one that allows it to play the role of news ‘safety net’. This
‘safety net’ role allows my respondents to bridge the gap between dwindling
credibility in news media and personally confident social realities. For many,
PBS represents an honest and ideologically neutral news outlet in a land of
problematic commercial news outlets, and my respondents suggest that by
relying on PBS news, especially as a supplement to commercialized, mainstream
news media, they can build a confident and secure understanding of the news-
world and their place in it. My respondents support their stances with lay theories
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that allow them to justify how they can conceptually locate and use PBS’s
news and public affairs programming in relation to commercial outlets.
Yet the research on public broadcasting in the US shows that, as an

institution, PBS suffers from three main structural pressures that encourage
an environment where news discourses tend not to extend very far from those
found in commercial news media. These structural pressures are manifest in
three forms: (1) corporate concerns with marketing products to financially
stable, politically secure, often implied as white audiences with European
ancestry; (2) federal pressures that may refuse or cut funding allocations to
the CPB (often in the form of programming grants), should the appropriations
committee, other legislatures, or those in the executive branch feel it necessary;
and (3) the pressure of relying on financially stable audiences that fund PBS
stations through viewer donations while being marketed to corporate sponsors
who pay for PBS programming.All three structures exert their own pressures,
but they considerably overlap, and they continue to have consequences for
what becomes public broadcasting programming, what news services public
broadcasting offers its viewers, and its ability to serve the news ‘safety net’ role
that my respondents celebrated as they used PBS to construct and reinforce
their realities of the news-world. Hence, despite the meanings my
respondents associate with PBS news, they are left consuming content that in
many ways is subject to the same institutional burdens and corrupting forces
that exist in and limit mainstream, commercialized news media, though with
PBS those pressures work in less overt and blatant ways. The result is that
news consumers who wish to overcome their concerns that mainstream,
commercialized news poorly provides news and information on the news-world
end up seeking refuge with a news provider whose ability actually and
realistically to extend on that which they seek to overcome is structurally
impaired. My respondents build and reinforce confidence in their knowledge
and understanding of the news-world because they believe they’ve overcome
the criticisms they recognize with the commercialized news industry. Yet they
rely on a news resource that is fundamentally and structurally flawed in many
of the same ways as the news outlets they seek to escape. By using PBS as a
news resource in the construction and maintenance of their social realities,
my respondents develop a false sense of security in the extent to which their
preferred news outlet departs from that which they criticize as inadequate.
In this respect, PBS serves as a steam vent by offering a place to which

active news consumers who wish to be responsible, engaged and knowledgeable
citizens can turn should they begin to feel they cannot know what’s happening
in the world around them through commercialized news media. Dominant
social systems of racism, patriarchy, classism and heternormativity, as well as
political, economic and religious institutions that exercise considerable influence
over commercialized news media (McChesney, 2004), are not only spared
from the potential concerns and possible structural and policy changes that might
ensue should there be no perceived legitimate and trustworthy news alternative
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among news fans, they also benefit by essentially informing and corrupting
the perceived alternative as well. News consumers who envision and use
PBS news as a ‘safety net’ essentially consume news captured in the same,
commercialized news-net. While the news-net may be placed in a different
package than that of the commercialized news-net, in many ways they’re both
produced by the same company, in the same factory and under the guidance
of the same managers.
By understanding how consumers of culture use cultural presentations in

their everyday lives to construct and justify their understandings of the world
around them, media scholars, cultural sociologists and social theorists can
grasp a better idea of the dynamic interaction between social structure and
agency, and in ways that speak towards control, social order, social change
and power.
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Notes

1. Here I refer to PBS’s nationally broadcast news and public affairs programming.
For television this includes its popular news program The NewsHour with Jim Lehrer,
Frontline and other similar socially and politically focused programs. For radio this
mostly includes its news programming such as Morning Edition, and All Things
Considered.
2. Those with whom I spoke broadly characterized the news as information on and

about events that are of public importance. They claimed that they use the news to
learn about the world around them so they can act as informed and educated citizens.
I use the term ‘news-world’ to refer to such information.
3. In a similar vein Herbert Gans (1971) wrote about the ‘functions’ of poverty.
4. Dominant wielders of media power include dominant political and economic

institutions and systems of racism, patriarchy, classism and heternormativity,
e.g. those who collectively have access to and control over media production, trans-
mission and content.
5. The Corporation for Public Broadcasting was originally created to serve as a

‘heat shield’ against ideological political interests, though flaws in how it generates
its funds have existed since the CPB was first established by the Public Broadcasting
Act of 1967.
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